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Charles Smith
Mogspares Coordinator

01926 852228
mogspares@mtwc.co.uk

We have recently taken delivery of the Matchless water unions (o/e part no. RE.306).  
These are for the MX barrels and heads and the MX4 barrels. We have had half of the 
batch made with circular flanges as original for the purists, but they are very difficult to 
remove and hard to install without damaging 
them. The others have been made to an 
improved design with a hexagonal flange for 
easier installation and removal and have a 42 
mm AF hexagon which is a standard spanner 
size. They are mild steel with BZP finish   
(bright zinc plated). We also have the correct 
size copper washers (1.5” bore) if you would 
like to use them on the mating faces.

RE.306  circular flange are £11.06 each (+VAT) 
order from Roger Orford, Matchless sales
RE.306/1   hexagonal flange are £16.32 each 
(+VAT) (as above)

Other new parts in progress:  The clutch driving plates / starter ring gears (R.258) are 
now away for heat treatment and should be available from Bob Derricott in January.  
Early in the new year we also expect to take delivery of the following items which are 
new to us, all nearing completion and then going for heat treatment.

R38 propshaft dog coupling:  R40 Tail end shaft (rear propshaft) 
R128 gearbox layshaft spindle: 2 speeder dog clutch (sliding dog)

Here's wishing you a great Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Steve Hughes 

on behalf of the Mogspares team.

For Sale: Supercharged BMW
powered racing threewheeler. 980 cc 
twin graded as 1972. Rear engine, 
Morgan style spine chassis. 
Reinforced Mini front end. Wood and 
aluminium bodywork. Shorrock 
supercharger rebuilt and modified by 
Derek Chinn Precision Engineers. 16 
psi boost at 1.4 x engine speed. 
Tremendous torque. Can be 
demonstrated running. My age (86) 
forces very reluctant sale. More info 
on request. Total cost about £10,000 
but I will accept lower offers for this 
exceptional machine. Malcolm 
Cookson.  01229 823279 
morganist2@gmail.com


